Are proton pump inhibitors used appropriately in elderly patients
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Background: Proton pump inhibitors (PPI) are a commonly prescribed drug in elderly patients. Although PPI are very useful drugs for appropriate indications, sometimes elderly patients are started or remain on these drugs for unclear indications. Long term use of PPI can increase risk of *C. difficile* infection and also increase the risk of osteoporotic fractures.

Methods: We audited the appropriateness of PPI prescription in patients admitted to our elderly care wards against best practice guidelines. We reviewed the clinical records of all patients in five elderly care wards over a period of one month and identified patients on PPI. Hospital IT (I portal) was checked for any current or previous alerts for *C. difficile*. Indication for the use of PPI was reviewed against standards and also looked at whether PPI prescription was reviewed or changed during admission.

Results: We reviewed the prescription charts of 120 elderly patients of which 63 (52.5%) were on PPI. Out of the 63 patients, 59 (93.7%) were started on PPI in the community and 4 (6.3%) were started in hospital. In 44 (69.8%) patients, there was a clear indication for the use of PPI; however, in the remaining 19 (30%), there was no clear indication. The use of aspirin was the commonest indication for the use of PPI (45.5%). Evidence of PPI review was documented only in 22 patients (35%) and out of the patients who had review; changes to prescription were made in six patients (27.2%).

Conclusions: A significant proportion of hospitalized elderly patients are on PPI and hospital admission provides an opportunity to review their indications and stop it or reduce the dose or change to ranitidine. If the indications are unclear, it will also be helpful to remind the GP in the discharge summary to review the PPI prescription. We intend to strengthen our PPI review for our patients and pharmacists are alerting the medical team to review the PPI and we are also planning to share the findings with the primary care. Reducing unnecessary PPI prescribing in elderly can have significant benefits in terms of health outcomes and cost saving.
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